Secondary charging effects due to icy dust particle impacts on rocket payloads
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Abstract. We report measurements of dust currents obtained with a small probe and a larger probe during the flight of the ECOMA-4 rocket through the summer polar mesosphere. The payload included two small dust probes behind a larger dust probe located centrally at the front. For certain phases of the payload rotation, the current registered by one of the small dust probes was up to 2 times the current measured with the larger probe, even though the effective collection area of the larger probe was 4 times that of the small one. We analyze the phase dependence of the currents and their difference with a model based on the assumption that the small probe was hit by charged dust fragments produced in collisions of mesospheric dust with the payload body. Our results confirm earlier findings that secondary charge production in the collision of a noctilucent cloud/Polar Summer Mesospheric Echo (NLC/PMSE) dust particle with the payload body must be several orders of magnitude larger than might be expected from laboratory studies of collisions of pure ice particles with a variety of clean surfaces. An important consequence is that for some payload configurations, one should not assume that the current measured with a detector used to study mesospheric dust is simply proportional to the number density of ambient dust particles. The higher secondary charge production may be due to the NLC/PMSE particles containing multiple meteoric smoke particles.
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1 Introduction

Polar Mesospheric Summer Echoes (PMSEs) are radar features formed near the mesopause (e.g. Rapp and Lübken, 2004). Some are associated with noctilucent clouds (NLCs), and it is widely accepted that PMSEs are a consequence of the existence of icy “dust” particles in the vicinity of the polar summer mesopause (e.g. Kirkwood et al., 2010). Havnes et al. (1996) first reported the detection of charged PMSE dust particles with a rocket-borne probe launched in an effort to establish the relationship between the PMSE signals and the charge carried by dust.

Glancing impacts of dust particles, having speeds of about 1 km s⁻¹, on surfaces can cause the transfer of charge to the particles and their fragments. Rocket-borne probes passing through NLCs and regions associated with PMSEs experience such particle impacts. Some measurements made in the past with probes used to study the charges that dust particles carry in NLC and PMSE regions have most likely been affected by such secondary charging (Zadorozhny et al., 1993; Havnes et al., 1996, 2009; Vostrikov et al., 1997; Gumbel and Witt, 1998; Smiley et al., 2006; Arnyx et al., 2008).

Laboratory experiments have been conducted to investigate collisions of pure ice particles, having sizes of a few nm, with clean surfaces of a variety of materials, including graphite, steel, duralumin, gold, germanium, and fibre-glass laminate. They have shown that the ice particles fragment and partly sublimate, and that a small fraction of the fragments that leave a surface can rub charges off it (Dubov and Vostrikov, 1991; Andersson and Pettersson, 1997, 1998; Tomsic, 2003). The probability for producing secondary
charging in this way is largest for high impact angles, with respect to the normal to the surface. It increases in rough proportion to the surface area of the impacting particle and is about $10^{-3}$ for the largest impacting particles used in the experiments. The charge transfer efficiency also increases with the fragment size, and typically about $10^{-3}$ of the largest fragments leaving a surface carry away an electron (Andersson and Pettersson, 1998; Tomsic, 2003). When a surface is first exposed to an incident beam, negatively charged fragments are predominantly produced but after the surface has been exposed for 5–10 min, the fragments become predominantly positively charged (Tomsic, 2003).

Havnes et al. (1996, 2009) and Havnes and Næsheim (2007) analysed the secondary charging occurring in the DUSTY probe (Havnes et al., 1996) carried on several rocket flights. The coning angle, the angle between the payload axis and the velocity vector, is important for the analysis. Havnes et al. (2009) showed that when the coning angle is small, measurements made at the second grid and bottom plate of the DUSTY probe allow the current associated with the primary charge carried by the impacting particles to be distinguished easily from the current arising due to secondary charging. The DUSTY probe consists of a charge collecting plate behind a set of two biased grids and the current from all are monitored. However, the coning angle of the ECT-07 rocket (Havnes et al., 1996) was not small, which initially led to the dubious conclusion that many incoming primary particles were positively charged. Taking into account the large coning angle, Havnes and Næsheim (2007) found that the observed magnitude and variation, as the payload rotated, of the dust current are consistent with impacting dust particles fragmenting and many of the fragments carrying away an electron each from the grid surface. The removal of electrons by such fragments would produce a false positive contribution to the current onto the grid. Their results indicated that a considerable fraction of the fragments might be of sizes $\sim 1 \text{nm}$ or even less. The results of Havnes and Næsheim (2007), as well as those of Havnes et al. (1996, 2009), imply that NLC particles with sizes of around 50 nm may each rub off 50 to 100 electrons. That number of electrons exceeds, by two or three orders of magnitude, the number expected from the scaling of the secondary charging efficiency with particle surface area and the laboratory results described in the preceding paragraph.

The inferred high secondary charging efficiency led Havnes and Næsheim (2007) to propose that mesospheric ice contains meteoric smoke particles. It is not possible to rigorously rule out another cause, e.g. the unpolished nature of the surface in the rocket experiment, of the high efficiency. However, while at impacts of a large pure ice particle, most of the smaller fragments apparently sublimate (Tomsic, 2003), many more fragments of “dirty” ice may survive even if most of the water in which the smoke particles were embedded did sublimate. The survival of a great number of distinct fragments might contribute significantly to “dirty” ice inducing highly efficient secondary charging. Whether or not the high efficiency is due to the “dirty” nature of the impacting particles, the importance of that efficiency for the measurement of the charge carried by NLC and PMSE dust makes its confirmation important.

We report the results of an examination of observations made with dust detectors on the ECOMA-4 rocket. Its launch on 30 June 2008 was one of the activities of the “Existence and charge state of meteoric smoke particles in the middle atmosphere (ECOMA)” project (see Rapp et al., 2011, for more details). Figure 1 shows the locations of different instruments on the front deck of the payload. The large dust probe, which is designated the IAP probe (Rapp and Strelnikova, 2009), was at the very front of the payload. The smaller University of Tromsø (UiT) dust probe, which we designate the UiT probe or the CDD for Charged Dust Detector, was situated further back alongside the payload body. The UiT probe was smaller than, but otherwise identical to, the original DUSTY probe (Havnes et al., 1996). Both the IAP probe and the UiT probe were Faraday cups. Each had two front grids at potentials of $\pm 6.2 \text{V}$ to screen the bottom detector plate from external ions and electrons while allowing dust particles to pass.

We examine the consequences of the assumption that the small UiT probe was “sprayed” with charged fragments of the dust particles that impacted the payload body above the opening of this probe. The current carried by the charged fragments would have supplemented the current due to the mesospheric dust particles that impacted directly on the
probe. We discuss the conditions under which the differences between the currents measured with the UiT probe and the IAP probe could be due to such a spray of charged fragments, and whether the measurements of the currents obtained with the two probes provide support for the large secondary charging efficiency inferred by Havnes et al. (1996, 2009) and Havnes and Næsheim (2007).

2 Observations

The collecting area of the IAP dust particle detector was approximately 4 times that of the UiT probe. Therefore, if both detectors had collected only directly incoming charged dust particles, one would expect that the value of the current measured with the IAP probe would be at least 4 times the value obtained with the UiT probe. The deflection of small ambient particles away from the probes by the airflow around the payload (Horányi et al., 1999; Hedin et al., 2007) should have led particles away from the probes by the airflow around the payload. The deflection of small ambient particles, one would expect that the value of the current measured with the two probes provide support for the large secondary charging efficiency inferred by Havnes et al. (1996, 2009) and Havnes and Næsheim (2007).

Figure 2a shows the net dust current onto the bottom plate of the IAP probe, while Fig. 2b shows the measured current onto the bottom plate of the UiT probe. Figure 2c shows the current for the bottom plate of the UiT probe obtained following the application of the correction, described by Havnes et al. (2009), for the secondary current produced by dust impacts on the screening grid just above the bottom plate. This is the total dust current due to directly incoming dust, and the secondary fragments formed by impacts on the payload body ahead of the UiT probe. The IAP probe did not measure the current to its screening grid so a similar correction could not be made. Consequently, Fig. 2a shows the uncorrected current measured with the IAP probe.

From Fig. 2 one sees that as the payload passed through the dust layers the UiT probe current varied greatly due to the rotation, but the IAP probe current was much less affected by rotation. At certain phases of the rotation the magnitude of the IAP probe current was much higher than that of the UiT probe current, but at other phases the opposite was true. This is especially apparent for the altitude region around 88 km where the UiT probe current varied from close to zero to values comparable to those of the IAP probe current. This cannot be due solely to the shadowing of the UiT probe for two reasons. Firstly, information provided by M. Khaplanov (private communication, 2011) on the interpretation of onboard magnetometer readings implies that the coning angle was only about 8°. Secondly, if shadowing alone had been responsible, the maximum ratio of the UiT probe current to the IAP probe current would be 0.25.

We suggest that the largest magnitudes of the UiT probe current were caused by the probe being hit, or sprayed, by charged collision fragments, formed by primary dust particles impacting on the payload body in front of the UiT probe. A 180° change in phase from that corresponding to the largest magnitude of the UiT probe current would have led to that probe experiencing a minimum of collisions with fragments formed by impacts on the payload. However, directly incoming dust particles would still have produced a current, which would have been much smaller in magnitude than that measured with the IAP probe.

3 Model results

We model the effects of impacts on the payload body in front of the UiT probe by assuming that the relevant part of the payload body is a 20 cm long cylindrical tube with a 9 cm radius, the opening of the UiT probe is at the base of the tube, and the gap between the tube and the UiT probe is 0.5 cm. We will concentrate on two regions at altitudes of around 83 km and 88 km.

The dust particles at about 83 km were detectable with radar and a payload photometer and, therefore, may have a mean size of 30 to 50 nm (Megner et al., 2009; Rapp et al., 2011). We assume a dust number density, \(N_d\), of 70 cm\(^{-3}\) for the NLC/PMSE region at 83 km and that each dust particle there had a charge number, \(Z_d\), of –3. The speed of the rocket there was \(V_R = 870\) m s\(^{-1}\) and its coning angle was \(\gamma \sim 5°\). The upper PMSE region at an altitude of around 88 km contained smaller dust particles, which were not detectable with the payload photometer. We adopt \(N_d = 500\) cm\(^{-3}\) and \(Z_d = -1\) for this PMSE region, where \(V_R = 800\) m s\(^{-1}\) and \(\gamma \sim 8°\). The assumed dust number densities and charge numbers would give a current to the IAP dust probe of \(-2 \times 10^{-10}\) A in the NLC/PMSE layer and a current...
of \(-5 \times 10^{-10}\) A in the higher PMSE layer; the magnitudes of these currents are close to the maximum values measured with the IAP probe as it passed through those layers.

For coning angles of between \(\sim 5^\circ\) and \(\sim 9^\circ\), the impact angle is larger than \(\sim 81^\circ\) and there is no need to consider secondary charge production at lower impact angles. We take \(\eta\) to be the number of negative secondary charges produced per primary impact. We assume that it is given by a function that has a maximum, \(\eta_{\text{MAX}}\), at an impact angle of \(80^\circ\) and decreases linearly, with increasing impact angle, to zero for an impact angle of \(90^\circ\). This behavior is consistent with the variation of secondary production with impact angle described by Tomsic (2003) and Havnes and Næsheim (2007).

We assume that the collision fragments were unaffected by the airflow around the payload body and that each moved in a straight line from the impact point on the tube. Primary dust particles with sizes of less than \(\sim 2\) mm would have been swept away from the IAP probe by the shocked airflow in front of the payload (Hedin et al., 2007). However, the only fragments produced on the payload body well behind the shock, but ahead of the UiT probe, that would have been affected significantly by airflow would have been consider-

The general background flux is the direct flux of ambient charged primary ice particles. The payload cross section is bound by the full yellow circle. The payload shadow in the plane of the opening of the UiT probe is also bound by a closed yellow curve. The cross section of the UiT probe is marked by a red circle and is shown at the positions at which the largest and smallest contributions of secondary charges occur. The magnitude of the flux is given in (unit charges \(e\) m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)). \(\eta_{\text{MAX}} = 100\) has been assumed. This figure is for the lower NLC/PMSE layer conditions. The results for the upper PMSE layer are very similar, but the shadowed region is slightly larger and the magnitude of the flux is slightly bigger.

Collision fragments produced at an impact point would have left it with velocities making angles, to the normal to the surface, that were evenly distributed between \(70^\circ\) and \(90^\circ\). These velocities were in the plane defined by the incoming velocity and the normal to the surface at the impact point. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the flux of negative charges in the plane containing the opening of the UiT probe. This plane is normal to the payload, and the flux was due mainly to fragments of the primary ice dust particles that impacted the payload body forward of the UiT probe, but also had a contribution from directly incoming primary dust particles that did not impact the payload body.

Figure 4 shows model results for the dependence, on rotation angle and \(\eta_{\text{MAX}}\), of the total current onto the UiT probe. The total is due to a background of direct impacts and to fragment impacts. The primary particle flux and all other parameters, except the rotation angle, were assumed to be constant. A rotation angle of 0 corresponds to the normal to the opening of the UiT probe being in the plane defined by the payload axis and its velocity and the probe being on the upper, unshadowed side of the payload. At a rotation angle of 0, the UiT probe is maximally exposed to the collision fragments. The dust density is assumed to be \(N_d = 70\) cm\(^{-3}\), which can be appropriate when a NLC is observable optically and the particle radii are about 50 nm (von Cossart et al., 1999). Comparisons between the Fig. 4 model results and the observed 83 km NLC/PMSE UiT probe currents, shown in Fig. 2, indicate that a value of \(\eta_{\text{MAX}}\) of about 100 gives a model maximum magnitude of negative current that is comparable to the observed one. This value of \(\eta_{\text{MAX}}\) is consistent with the results of an earlier investigation of data from a different rocket payload (Havnes and Næsheim, 2007).

Fig. 3. A typical model distribution of the magnitude of the charge flux, in the plane defined by the entrance to the UiT probe. Most of the flux is due to the secondary charging of ice particle fragments created by impacts on the payload body forward of the UiT probe. The general background flux is the direct flux of ambient charged primary ice particles. The payload cross section is bound by the full yellow circle. The payload shadow in the plane of the opening of the UiT probe is also bound by a closed yellow curve. The cross section of the UiT probe is marked by a red circle and is shown at the positions at which the largest and smallest contributions of secondary charges occur. The magnitude of the flux is given in (unit charges \(e\) m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)). \(\eta_{\text{MAX}} = 100\) has been assumed. This figure is for the lower NLC/PMSE layer conditions. The results for the upper PMSE layer are very similar, but the shadowed region is slightly larger and the magnitude of the flux is slightly bigger.
Figure 5 contains results similar to those in Fig. 4 but which have been obtained for parameters that are more likely to be characteristic of the upper PMSE layer. A value of $\eta_{\text{max}}$ of about 5 leads to reasonable agreement between the model current and the measured UiT probe current, shown in Fig. 2. The value of $\eta_{\text{max}}$ should be smaller for the upper layer than the lower layer, if the secondary charging efficiency scales with particle size, as described in the first section, and the particles in the upper layer are smaller than those in the lower layer, as the optical detection of the lower layer and optical invisibility of the upper layer suggest.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the model UiT probe current profile, given in Fig. 4, for $\eta_{\text{max}} = 100$ with the observed profile (Fig. 2c) for the lower NLC/PMSE layer. The observed variation with rotation is, of course, influenced by changes in dust density with height, which we have neglected. Also, we have not attempted to correct the observed current profile for rotation-related effects other than the shadowing of dust and fragments and secondary charge production, primarily because other such effects are comparatively modest for the lower layer. However, near the upper layer the other rotational effects are larger.

Figure 7 shows the $\sim 86.5$ km to $\sim 89$ km altitude portion of the measured UiT probe current curve, given in Fig. 2c. The rotational variation of the current in the altitude range of $\sim 86.5$ km to $\sim 87.5$ km, where there seems to be little dust, is probably due to rotational effects that are not associated with the shadowing of dust and fragments and secondary charge production. We fit the average rotational variation over three rotation periods in that altitude range and assumed that the same variation continued at higher altitudes. The red curve in Fig. 7 gives the fit and its extrapolation to greater altitudes. Figure 8 shows the difference, as a function of rotation angle, between the measured UiT probe current and the fit for the altitude range from $\sim 87.5$ to $\sim 88.3$ km. Figure 8 also shows a model UiT current curve for the upper PMSE layer.

Figure 6 shows some differences between the results of our impact-fragmentation model and the observed variations for the lower NLC/PMSE layer. The model current has a somewhat too narrow profile around each of the current minima, which correspond to the maxima in the current magnitude. The current minima occurred when the UiT probe was on the upper side of the payload. In contrast, the model profile is too wide around each of the current maxima, which correspond
to the minima in the current magnitude and the times when the probe was partly in the shadow. Although some of these differences may be due to altitude variations of the dust number density and size, the incorporation, in the model, of the influence of the airflow on the fragments would likely bring the model results into better agreement with the observations. Above we presented grounds for assuming that in the airflow would only affect fragments smaller than \( \sim 1 \text{ nm} \) in size. Such small fragments may have been created. If they were, the airflow would have deflected them, which would have widened and reduced the amplitude of the profile at each of the minima. Also the deflection of fragments around the payload would have partly filled in the profile around each of the maxima.

Figure 8, for the upper PMSE layer, shows indications that the model profile is too narrow at each of the minima. As noted above, a deflection of collision fragments by the airflow should broaden the profile around a minimum. In contrast at each of the maxima shown in Fig. 8 the observed profile is matched reasonably well by the observed one. The results for the \( \eta_{\text{max}} = 5 \) model shown in Fig. 5 are clearly consistent with the profile near a maximum being affected mostly by the shadowing of primary particles and the profile around a minima being formed mainly by the secondary charged fragments. In the higher altitude case, the model profile around a maximum provides a better match to the data, because in this layer the directly incoming primary dust particles contributed a more significant fraction of the total current to the UiT probe than in the lower layer.

4 Conclusions

For some payload rotation angles, the current measured with the UiT dust probe on the ECOMA-4 rocket was up to twice that measured with the IAP dust probe, despite the IAP probe having had a collecting area that was about 4 times larger than that of the UiT probe. We attribute the substantial differences between the results obtained with the two probes to charge transfer from the payload body to dust fragments created by the impact of ambient mesospheric dust on the payload body in front of the UiT probe. Such fragments did not affect the IAP probe, which was situated in front of the rest of the payload. Model calculations, based on the assumption that our attribution is correct, demonstrate that \( \sim 100 \) is the required value of the maximum efficiency, \( \eta_{\text{max}} \), for the secondary charge production as the payload passed through a NLC/PMSE layer containing optically detected, large dust particles. This value is practically identical to that inferred earlier (Havnes and Næsheim, 2007) in an analysis of data from a different rocket.

The lower value of \( \eta_{\text{max}} = 5 \) for a higher PMSE layer, which was not detected optically, is consistent with that layer containing much smaller dust particles. Experimental results on pure ice (Tomsic, 2003) imply that the secondary charging efficiency varies with impact mass \( m_d \) as \( m_d^{2/3} \), i.e. with the cross section. If we adopt a dust particle size of 50 nm for the NLC/PMSE layer where, according to our model results, \( \eta_{\text{max}} = 100 \), and assume such a scaling with size, a value of \( \eta_{\text{max}} = 5 \) should imply a dust particle size of 11 nm. This seems reasonable.

An important conclusion is that for some payload configurations, one should not assume that the current measured
with a detector used to study mesospheric dust is simply proportional to the number density of dust. The large secondary production may also result in dust impacts affecting various probe measurements by influencing the payload potential.

Our results support the suggestion that the mesospheric dust particles can have secondary charge production efficiencies that are at least two orders of magnitude larger than those expected on the basis of the efficiencies, and their scaling with impacting particle size, obtained from laboratory experiments performed with pure ice particles and clean surfaces (e.g. Tomsic, 2003). Havnes and Næsheim (2007) have suggested that the high efficiency of secondary charging is due to each mesospheric NLC/PMSE dust particle containing many meteoric smoke particles embedded in its ice. If such meteoric smoke particles are embedded in the NLC/PMC ice, they might lead to more fragments surviving than would if the NLC/PMSE dust particles were pure ice, because many fragments formed by the impact of pure ice apparently sublimate (Tomsic, 2003). Confirmation of the validity of this suggestion could have consequences for the understanding of the loss mechanisms for metals near the mesopause. Further laboratory experiments could contribute substantially. Some relevant experiments might establish the effects of the cleanliness of the surface on the secondary charging, while others might involve the use of clean surfaces and “dirty” ice particles.
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